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Real estate agents like to call
Summerland, B.C. the Okanagan
Valley’s “Best Kept Secret.” Situated
on lakefront and rolling hillsides just
20 kilometres north of Penticton, the
Valley’s oldest tourist destination,
Summerland still harbours that feel
of a quiet, orchard town that most of
its neighbours have lost. The secret
will likely become common knowl-
edge in the next few years. I hope
the same goes for another secret
native to Summerland. It is home to
one of the most impressive retail
social enterprises in the province.

The Penny Lane Bargain Outlet has
been selling discount clothing and
furniture to help finance programs and
jobs for local young people for over seven
years. Yet until manager Erin Harbor
crossed paths with David LePage,
Wayne Penny,* and me last year, the
bustling store was not called a“social
enterprise.” This term, and other
concepts central to the Development
Wheel project, were foreign to Penny
Lane’s staff and supporters.

Since then, the three of us have felt
compelled to find a way to expand and
replicate the store’s success within the
sector. Could its supply chain and brand
become the basis for a cluster of bargain
clothing outlets in the Valley and
elsewhere? The answer is still not clear.
The needs addressed by Penny Lane
Bargain Outlet are common; the
circumstances in which some of
Summerland’s shrewd business heads
perceived opportunity are not.

Can we replicate the success of Summerland’s Penny Lane Bargain Outlet?

Business First
By Paul Cabaj

A Retail Slam-Dunk

In 1998, a group of community leaders
established the Summerland Asset
Development Initiative (SADI) to
function in part as a social service agency
similar to the Boys and Girls Club.
Following repeated unsuccessful attempts
to secure long-term financial support
from government and foundations, the
board decided pursue more self-
sustaining funding in a community-based
business. In a review of its own assets, the
board identified the strong retail business
background of its members. It began
exploring business opportunities in that
sector.

One former board member, Ellen
Lloyd, had been a coach on the Canadian
Olympic team. In that role she had
developed a close relationship with the
upper management of Sears Canada, a
department store chain and a Canadian
Olympic Sponsor at the time. In the
summer of 2002, a truckload arrived
stuffed with excess Sears Canada stock
and retail items returned by customers.

SADI members rented a location in
downtown Summerland. Backed by
the board’s expertise and a low-interest
loan from the local credit union, Penny
Lane Bargain Outlet opened its doors
to customers.

Today, seven years later, it employs
14 people full or part-time, most of
them youth with no previous work
experience. Originally a SADI project,
Penny Lane was hived off as separate
nonprofit so that the store could do
what is does best: make money. The
enterprise now funds SADI’s core staff
and programming to the tune of
$180,000 a year and provides an
additional $30,000 a year in grants to
three school breakfast programs, high
school scholarships, and numerous
other youth activities.

Says Erin,“the goal is to increase the
amount we give to the community
funding every year. Looking back from
the beginning, our total community
contribution is over $850,000, and
continues to grow each month.” Not
bad for a community of 12,000.

*David is manager of Enterprising Non-Profits,
a program of Vancity Community Foundation
(Vancouver, B.C.). Wayne is an independent
social enterprise consultant. In the photo at
right, Penny Lane Bargain Outlet’s home
furnishings department. Credit: Penny Lane.
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Volunteers form a cornerstone of the
store’s success. Bruce Hallquist, having
retired from running his own“Mini-Wal-
Mart” (his words), now volunteers well
over 40 hours a week for Penny Lane,
sorting merchandise, marketing, and
mentoring Erin. According to her,“We
wouldn’t be where we are if it weren’t for
the countless volunteer hours by the entire
board of directors who do everything from
loading furniture, putting pieces together,
unloading trucks and helping out on the
floor during busy periods.” Scott Boswell
is on the boards of both SADI and Penny
Lane. He attributes its success to a shared

filled a unique retail niche in Summerland,
pulling in customers from larger centres up
and down the Okanagan Valley. It’s a
solidly performing business making
significant contributions to the social and
economic life of the community.

As its success became known,
nonprofits from neighbouring cities began
approaching the Penny Lane Bargain
Outlet to replicate its business model. In
the spring of 2004, Erin and Bruce began
working with Teen Junction to establish
Mango’s, a similar type of outlet in Vernon
140 kilometres to the north. In 2006 Penny
Lane worked with Whitevalley

and Lumby realized strong sales initially,
both have since faltered. They have
encountered three main challenges.

The supply relationship between the
stores is solely dependent on the
relationship between Sears Canada and
Penny Lane. While the good will in this
relationship has certainly strengthened
over the years, a single source of supply
is always vulnerable. As well, the quality
and quantity of goods vary significantly
from month to month. As it began
supplying the other stores, Penny Lane’s
prime stock became diluted. For
expansion to be sustainable, new
suppliers will clearly be required.

The successful retail background of
Penny Lane board members and their
heavy involvement in operations have
been key to success. In contrast, the
boards in Vernon and Lumby have less
retail background. The retail store
concept has been championed by one or
two entrepreneurial staff rather than
originating from the vision, dedication,
and drive of the boards.

Unfortunately, Mango’s in Vernon
fell victim to this deficit last summer. Its
leased premises were sold to an owner
unwilling to accommodate them and the
lead staff moved on. The parent
nonprofit was unable to muster the
interest and resources to support a new
start-up. The initiatives in Vernon and
Lumby have been spliced onto estab-
lished nonprofits with pre-existing
social service mandates and cultures,
rather than germinating and rooting
first in the soil of the business, as did
Penny Lane.

As a technical assistance provider, a
crucial part of my work has been to
guide nonprofits through the cultural
shift required to achieve this“business
first” approach. A number of subtle and
not-so-subtle values and operational
structures make this transition difficult.

One is as basic as accounting
practices and how to deal with profits.

Vulnerability & limits of
the current supply chain

Transfer of business capacity
& business culture
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vision of youth development. The motto
common to Summerland’s youth organi-
zations is that“it takes a community to
raise a child.” It is a philosophy centred on
caring and giving. Volunteers and staff are
proud to be contributing to such exciting
and innovative community projects.

I asked Bruce why he thought Penny
Lane Bargain Outlet was so successful. He
replied,“Keep it simple and steady as she
goes. We resisted the early temptation to
immediately use profits to fund our
programs and instead reinvested them in
the expansion of the business.” Squeezed
for space to display the shipments of
furniture it receives, the organization
recently paid cash for additional retail
space. It now sits on over $1 million in real
estate, free and clear. Talk about business
acumen!

But Penny Lane also addresses more
than one market. In addition to its
community grants and the great work
experience and training it provides to
youth, the Penny Lane Bargain Outlet has

Community Resources to launch 2 Gether
4 Youth in Lumby, 35 kilometres east of
Vernon. The core of a social enterprise
retail network had been established!

Yet Teen Junction and Whitevalley no
more conceived of themselves as social
enterprises than Penny Lane did, prior to
spring 2007. That’s when we first met all
three organizations while facilitating the
workshop“Introduction to Social
Enterprise.” Our immediate reaction to
hearing their story was
They have got it – a truly solid business
model that is already being replicated.
This is a no-brainer!

However, it has become clear that the
franchise-ability of Penny Lane did indeed
require some brains. I found out that
Penny Lane’s main service to these sister
social enterprises has been to share stock
and provide key business mentoring.
Unfortunately, while the outlets in Vernon

franchise opportunity!

Off The Rim

This shift from a programmatic, grant-seeking culture that responds
to funders to an entrepreneurial culture that responds to markets is
rarely smooth. However, it will possibly be the most fundamental
part of the success of the replication of the Penny Lane model.



As a participant in one of our workshops
commented,“I am used to creating a yearly
balance sheet that resolves into a nice set
of zeros that the funders don’t see as
skimming. In my world, you can’t make a
profit.” The success of Penny Lane shows
that a focus on profits can indeed achieve
significant social impact. This shift from a
programmatic, grant-seeking culture that
responds to funders to an entrepreneurial
culture that responds to markets is rarely
smooth. However, it will possibly be the
most fundamental part of the success of
the replication of the Penny Lane model.

Another factor key to the success of Penny
Lane is that it fills a vacuum for discount
clothing and furniture in a community
with relatively few retailers. It is far
enough from large retail centres to secure a
loyal local customer base, yet through well-
placed advertising has also been able to
draw close to half its customers from these
larger centres.

In contrast, Mango’s was located in
Vernon’s downtown area with significantly
more competition from both thrift stores
and large retailers. The shop struggled to
establish market presence. Lumby, with a
much smaller retail space, roughly a
quarter the population of Summerland,
and a convenient 20 minutes from Vernon
by car, has also been struggling to form a
consistent customer base. Any further
expansion of the Penny Lane model will
require a clearer analysis of the surround-
ing retail market.

Since our original contact with this social
enterprise“retail cluster,” David, Wayne,
and I have been working with Penny Lane
to explore avenues for its expansion into
other communities in the province. Our
first step has been to help Penny Lane
apply for a grant from the Enterprising
Non-Profits program. The money is being
used to research new suppliers to purchase
their overstock as well as investigate new
product lines purchased directly from
manufacturers. Building on Penny Lane’s
original Olympic connection, we con-
tacted the Vancouver 2010 Olympic

Identifying a competitive niche

Next Moves

Games corporate sponsors and other large
national retailers to discover their interest
in supplying an expanded network of
social enterprise retailers. Though our
investigation is only in its early stages, the
prospects for securing a wider range of
suppliers for this retail cluster appear very
promising.

On the demand side, we have surveyed
nonprofit thrift stores across B.C. to
determine their interest in taking part.
Thus far 15 have indicated interest. To
source, ship, warehouse, and reship an
expanded range of stock from multiple
suppliers poses significant logistical
challenges. To meet them, we will depend
heavily on the experience of Penny Lane
and the new suppliers.

Another big challenge is this persis-
tently sticky cultural shift. Do the
interested nonprofit thrift stores possess
the business acumen and leadership to
shift to a new, higher-end customer base?
What changes in operations and market-
ing are required to shift from selling used
goods to selling new? Do these thrift
stores exist in markets that could support
a discount retailer? Can the Penny Lane
model work in much larger urban centres
in the Lower Mainland and Victoria?
Penny Lane, Mango’s, and 2 Gether 4
Youth have worked hard to brand
themselves as retailers of discounted“new”
goods. Can this expansion take hold
without diluting this brand?

These are just some of the tough
questions. Luckily, all are also willing to
work with us to find the answers. Perhaps
that has been the greatest learning of all
for Penny Lane: they, like others who have
participated in the Development Wheel
project, now understand themselves as
part of a much larger movement to which
they can contribute knowledge and
expertise. There is money to be made
through replicating or adapting Penny
Lane’s business model in communities
across B.C. and potentially across Canada,
and profits to be used for the benefit
of those communities.

PAUL CABAJ is Business Development Co-
ordinator for the Centre for Community
Enterprise and a member of the Canadian
CED Network. Contact him at
paul.cabaj@gmail.com. To learn more about

the Enterprising Non-Profits program, go to
www.enterprisingnonprofits.ca. For more
information on Penny Lane and SADI, go to
www.summerlandpennylane.ca or
www.youthbc.ca.
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